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Introduction. Port networks: a global change and regional transpositions

The spread of containerization to all the world's maritime ranges has been accompanied by a change in the morphology of the networks that serve ports. Shipping lines and container terminal operators have thus developed a global network based on the hub and spoke system. This has created a new classification of ports, consisting of hinterland ports serving localized markets, transhipment ports, where a number of different shipping lines operate and carry out freight transfers, and combined ports which perform both functions (serving markets and reorganizing shipping routes). The development of the global network is thus based on the principles of port concentration and the hierarchical operation of shipping lines (Ducruet & al, 2011). There is an abundant academic literature on this network morphology (Fleming, 1994), on the change in port function from serving markets to performing transhipment (Gouvernal & al, 2010), and on the strategies of the international operators who are creating this new network (Frémont, 2007 ; Parola & al, 2008). This change goes hand in hand with globalization and therefore involves corporate affairs. Its basis is a trend towards "terminalization" to use the term coined by Brian Slack (2009), that is to say the transformation of ports into a set of interconnected terminals that operate within a global network that is structured by the strategy of a small number of international operators.

The increase in the number of port concessions in the world in varied contexts of deregulation has permitted the break-up of ports into terminals and led to a change in the nature of the relationship between networks and the areas they serve. However, although the change in the network is a general phenomenon, it nevertheless takes different forms in different port ranges depending on the economic, political, and technical characteristics of the areas that are served. In order to understand a port system it is therefore necessary to explain the connection between the new types of maritime and port networks (a global hub and spoke network) and the way it is implemented in areas with specific regional and local features. Considering ports in their contexts provides a way of understanding the interplay between organizational factors (network morphology), institutional factors (regulation) and geographical factors (the characteristics of the area served by the port). The aim of this paper is to observe this combination of factors at work in the West African port system. West Africa occupies a marginal position in the economic system, but nevertheless provides a striking illustration of the changes that are occurring as a result of globalization and the deregulation of transport networks. The development of the region's ports is taking place within a process of integration within the global network (Part 1) which nevertheless requires the operators to adapt to the characteristics of the West African space (Part 2). The changes that are occurring in ports within the regional space reveal the presence of an operator geography which is changing the how areas are served.
1. Changes in West African ports: towards terminalization?

The colonial past and extraversion: a brief survey of port history

The make-up of the West African port range was originally determined by colonial exploitation and subsequently consolidated by economic extraversion which determines the structure of trade. This is a well-known process that has been described by a number of geographers (Taffe & al, 1963; Hoyle & Charlier, 1995; Debie & al, 2003). Maritime transport was the means by which the European empires achieved continuity. It relied on the development of port infrastructure, which was served by railways and a network of tracks that made it possible to exploit the colonies. Although the ports and the inland routes permitted colonial exploitation it is important to note that the system was set up with a minimum of investment. The heritage of this historical period therefore consists of a small number of ports with poor facilities and a few railway lines that were not linked to each other and which enabled the competing colonial powers to carry out their export activities (for example, peanuts on the Niger/Dakar route, bananas on the Niger/Conakry route, coffee, cocoa and timber on the Niger/Abidjan route, and cotton, cocoa and mining products on the Gold Coast/Cape Coast routes). This initial system of ports was subsequently consolidated by the planning policies of the independent States. The ports were used by national economies to serve their regions by means of the historical railway lines alongside which roads were gradually built that formed an increasingly comprehensive national road network. The colonial epoch followed by the early days of independence produced infrastructure (ports and inland roads and railway lines) which matched the dominant economic structure of the areas served (extraversion). They are the first two stages of the way successive political authorities planned the path ports would follow. This way is similar in all area with a colonial past. In different areas in Africa (Maghreb, South Africa, East Africa), port cities have a polarization function in regional economy and spatial organization (Mohamed-Chérif & al, 2011).

![Figure 1: ports and inland links (2007)](source: Michelin Map, n°953 - 2007)

The period of structural adjustment. Transport deregulation or opportunities for firms

The 1980s marked a break with these planning operations and the start of a new phase of deregulation characterized by the withdrawal of the public authorities. In a context of crisis and debt, two major global organizations (the IMF and the World Bank) put in place structural adjustment plans which were approved and accepted throughout what is known as the international aid sector, i.e. at multilateral and governmental levels. These plans targeted the financial and macroeconomic context in the case of the IMF and the economic and sectoral...
context in the case of the World Bank and have divided the various areas of society and the economy into different sectors. In all cases, these sector-specific projects share the same underlying principle of reducing the scale of public involvement and increasing the presence of the private sector in increasingly deregulated sectors of the economy. In every West African country, Transport Sector Projects (TSP) have thus increased the role of the private sector in the transport and public works industries and revised the regulatory frameworks permit the advent of the private sector within a so-called "priority" regional network (Lombard, 1999). The ports, which provide the entry and exit points to this network, were opened up to competition at the same time as the widespread application of a Build, Operate, Transfer (BOT) concessionary system advocated by the World Bank. From the end of the 1980s, this network was to attract international investors who aimed to guide the ports towards new service strategies with support from international donors who focused their aid on the main infrastructure network and therefore the routes leading to and from ports.

In this context, the 1980s and 1990s saw the massive involvement of the Bolloré and Maersk-Sealand groups in the full range of activities related to port services. This involvement first of all reflected the Bolloré group's strategy it developed very early, in the mid-1980s. As the result of a sequence of takeovers, the activities of the group (which now operates under the single banner of Africa Logistics) are centred on the ports. Its activities range from port handling to rail operation and also include the management of inland terminals. This business model, which was launched by a series of takeovers (SCAC, SAGA…) and strengthened by a number of concessions for operating ports (Abidjan, Lagos, Tema …) and railway services (Sitarail, Camrail) and then more recently by the development of inland terminals (Bamako, Sikasso…) enables the company to offer integrated door-to-door services (transport, freight handling, administrative formalities) to a number of destinations from the ports. What is important here is not so much the detailed nature of the set-up, but the process of vertical integration involved, which has its basis in the desire to organize a hierarchical network around a small number of routes.

The advent in the 1990s of the world's largest shipping line, Maersk-Sealand, duplicated Bolloré's set-up and produced a type of duopoly for services to the main ports. Maersk-Sealand's presence dates back to 1986 when it started to operate at Dakar, Abidjan and Lomé. From 1992 it began to implement an effective strategy of integration, after the Bolloré group's conviction under European law for non-competitive practices. Gradually, Maersk-Sealand developed a set-up similar to Bolloré's, at times operating port and inland terminals as a joint venture with Bolloré (Abidjan, Douala, Tema) or in competition with it. It served the West African coast as a shipping line, operated port terminals through its freight handling subsidiary AP Moller, and increasingly also performed inland transport via its logistics subsidiary DAMCO (Le Mens, 2011).

Towards terminalization? The spread of port concessions

Recent years (2005-2010) have witnessed a third stage of development, characterized by the spread of port concessions leading to a broadening of competition. It marks the renewed presence of the private sector in the operation of terminals. Maersk-Sealand and Bolloré still dominate port activities - the new port concessions at Tema, Lagos, Pointe Noire, Abidjan and Conakry have been allocated to Bolloré and/or AP Moller, the Maersk-Sealand group’s freight-handling subsidiary (Figure 2). Port activities are therefore characterized by a dual process of competition and cooperation between the two groups which strengthen their capabilities by extending their operations to new ports. An illustration of this gradual process of extension is given by AP Moller's acquisition of the concession for the port of Monrovia in
Liberia in 2010. But the recent arrival on the West African coast of the international port terminal operator Dubai Ports World (Dakar), and of the shipping line the Mediterranean Shipping Company (Lomé) and port terminal development projects at Onne in Nigeria by the shipping line China Ocean Company and at Sao Tomé Principe by the French shipping line CMA-CGM, bear witness to rising competition at ports in the context of a classical process of port terminalization that is currently taking place in maritime networks (Figure 2). African ports are obviously different profiles in the institutional organization. In a recent paper Olivier Hartmann reported a difference depending on the size of the ports (small ports characterized by a more public management, major national ports marked by greater private participation) and depending on the colonial past of maritime countries (a private participation stronger in countries of west Africa as a political organization influenced by a British colonial past). But the recent period (2007-2010) is characterized by the spread of port concessions and thus introduced into almost every port of private operators (Hartmann, 2010).

This change is moreover affecting the whole of Africa, which is becoming a theatre for competition between operators that are in a manner of speaking finishing the global shift towards terminalization. The most striking example is Dubai Ports World, which is present in Dakar (by winning the concession against competition from Bolloré and CMA-CGM), Maputo and Djibouti. It illustrates the changes that are being made to services to African seabords by maritime and port operators (Maersk, MSC, CMA-CGM, COSCO, Dubai Ports World) whose strategy is centred on the newly dominant Africa-Asia route. A major change is that African ports are now highly oriented towards Asia. This applies even to those of West Africa (Chaponnière, 2010) where ports now have less container traffic with Europe (640,000 TEU in 2008) than with Asia (almost one million TEU in 2008). The activities of the shipping lines have changed accordingly. The Chinese companies COSCO and China Shipping and the Singaporean company Pacific International Lines have started to operate direct lines between the coast of West Africa and Asia. In 2007, Maersk-Sealand also started to operate a new route between the Far East and West Africa connecting the Malaysian ports of Port Kelang and Tanjung Pelepas (the Maersk group's Asian hub) and the ports of Lomé (Togo), Cotonou (Benin) and Apapa (Nigeria). The creation in 2011 of a new subsidiary, Bolloré Africa Logistics China, in order to improve logistical services between China and Africa also illustrates the new position African ports are taking up.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PORTS</th>
<th>TERMINAL OPERATORS</th>
<th>TERMINAL CONCESSIONS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dakar</td>
<td>Dubai ports world</td>
<td>2008 (25-year concession)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conakry</td>
<td>Bolloré</td>
<td>2011 (25-year concession)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abidjan</td>
<td>Bolloré/AP Moller (Maersk)</td>
<td>2004 (15-year concession)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tema</td>
<td>Bolloré/AP Moller (Maersk)</td>
<td>2007 (20-year concession)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lomé</td>
<td>MSC/GETMA</td>
<td>2009 (35-year concession)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cotonou</td>
<td>Bolloré</td>
<td>2009 (25-year concession)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lagos (Tin Can)</td>
<td>Bolloré</td>
<td>2005 (15-year concession)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lagos (Apapa)</td>
<td>AP Moller (Maersk)</td>
<td>2005 (25-year concession)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monrovia</td>
<td>AP Moller (Maersk)</td>
<td>2010 (25-year concession)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source : port authorities, World Bank, 2011.
2. A specific type of service: ports within their spaces

The history of West African ports therefore at first sight illustrates their participation in the process by which operators are dividing ports into terminals that operate within integrated global networks. This change is a general one, but the practices involved must adapt to a specific spatial context. While the operator geography described above is founded on economies of scale and size which require port concentration, the general model must necessarily be modified to suit the characteristics of each space. In West Africa these characteristics have resulted in a two-stage process of change in services, which is leading to a new organization of the network of ports and which we shall examine below.

Stage one: the spread of a specific type of containerization (point-to-point services)

The first stage is determined by the characteristics of the spaces that are served which make it impossible to apply strictly the concepts of port concentration and transhipment. The context of political and technical instability is the most striking of these characteristics. While it is true that the map of port traffic (Figure 3) shows the key features of the port range, it conceals the very considerable variability that has affected the traffic between ports in the last twenty years as a result of this context which may lead to the sudden closure of corridors. An extreme example of this is the two most recent crises in Côte d’Ivoire. The need to make use of alternative routes (as in the case of the crises in Togo in the 1990s and Côte d’Ivoire in the years 2000, when corridors were technically closed for the entire period...) means that operators cannot invest too heavily in a single hub and priority routes that serve the hinterland even if the port of Abidjan is a nodal point of the West African port range. This redistribution function and port concentration is thus limited by the context of instability. It also encourages operators to diversify their investments and keep their facilities simple, which also means they are suited to unbalanced freight flows with insufficient volumes to provide the economies of scale necessary to implement general containerization. The structural imbalance of West African economies thus results in an equation which is difficult for the shipping lines to solve.

![Figure 3: Port container traffic in west africa (2009)](image)
This imbalance means that it is difficult to manage container flows which are full in the case of imports and empty in the case of exports. The low levels of port traffic in a marginal economic space means that at the same time it is difficult to make port calls profitable. West Africa therefore suffers from a combination of characteristics - and the presence of many other factors such as problems with customs and the low level of infrastructure investment - which oblige operators to adopt specific practices. Of course, indirectly, containerization is spreading along the West African coast, but in a way which is suited to the context. Services are linear (port by port) using what is known as cabotage without a high level of port concentration. In addition, the services in question use geared vessels (which handle the freight themselves) that can call at terminals that have no freight handling facilities.

Second stage: The first signs of port concentration and the beginnings of a hub and spoke network

A second stage is currently taking shape, which seems to foreshadow the emergence of a service model that is based on a higher degree of port concentration. It therefore heralds the beginnings of a partial hub & spoke model. This new stage has been brought about by operators in a context in which port concessions for terminals are becoming the general rule. These new concessions result in competition between ports, made possible by the changing characteristics of the West African economy. The huge increase in direct foreign investment in Africa (250% between 2002 and 2007), the increase in African exports (37% between 2005 and 2007) which is matched by a rise in imports of manufactured goods (34% in the same period too) have led to an unprecedented increase in port traffic. This growth in traffic which is accompanied by increasing containerization of bulk and semi-bulk goods (for example cotton, coffee and cocoa) in particular to Asia and more especially China (Chinese imports from Africa grew by 10% a year between 2000 and 2010), makes it possible for shipping lines to be managed in a new way. Maritime operators are showing increased interest in services to West Africa, all the more so in view of the overcapacity of the global fleet (due to the crisis of 2009). Competition is increasing between shipping lines and terminal operators in the calls for tender for port concessions and container terminals with gantry cranes are becoming widespread.

The operators are therefore placing West African terminals on the world stage. It is nevertheless true that most West African ports are mainly hinterland ports and transhipment accounts for only a small proportion of activities in what remains a context of recurrent instability. However, this proportion is on the increase and one can detect the beginnings of port concentration (Abidjan, Lagos) and redistribution to secondary ports. The considerable increase in transhipment traffic that occurred between 1995 and 2007 in Abidjan, in spite of the various crises, appears to be a sign of this, as does the arrival in July 2011 of a 4500 TEU Maersk-Sealand vessel on the line between Asia and West Africa which was processed at Abidjan and Lagos and increased capacity by 25%. This development obviously remains at the mercy of a system which is unstable both politically (crisis in Côte d'Ivoire) and economically (the international crisis). The operators were deeply affected by the 2009 crisis which led to a period of uncertainty regarding scheduled investments. Nevertheless, the increase in port traffic has changed the geography of the network which is based on a process of terminalization permitting the familiar dual process of the concentration of shipping lines (Maersk-Sealand in Abidjan and Lagos, MSC in Lomé and perhaps COSCO in Onne).

The West African ports system is finally characterized by a movement similar to other ports in Africa (increasing role of private operators, container traffic growth) but with a lower
intensity of transshipment system. If recent statistics show the consolidation of the West African port system around a few ports (figure 4) oriented mainly to Asia, these ports are primarily associated with domestic national market (Nigeria, Ivory Coast, Ghana, Senegal). The traffic of transshipment to find on other African regions (Ducruet et al, 2011; Alix, 2011) in South Africa (Durban), North Africa (Tanger Med), East Africa (Djibouti-Doraleh) are lowest in west Africa where operators continue to connect the various ports in the logic of national service market (Hartmann, 2011). This organisation is based on the consolidation of port terminal operators (Dubai Ports in Dakar, Bolloré in Abidjan, Cotonou, Lagos, Conakry and Abidjan). The rapid development (between 2004 and 2010) of these port concessions also raises the issue of possible overcapacity in the context of the non-expandable West African market (Freire-Diaz, 2010) but also illustrates the advent of international operators from the private sector in the deregulated networks and the transposition of their practices to spaces with specific features.

**Figure 4 : The growth of containerisation in the West African Ports**

Source : Containerisation International 2011 & Secafili / Yann Alix 2011

**Conclusion. The trajectory of the port system in West Africa: what research question for geography?**

In a context of transport network deregulation and the spread of the port concession model, a large-scale re-organization of the interaction between the actors present in West African ports has been taking place. A new geography of private sector operators is gradually bringing West African terminals into the global network. The aim of this paper was to explain the path of West African ports between global integration and regional particularities. This path introduces a final issue to develop in future research on the local impact of this new geography of operators. The local issue was not addressed in this paper. But it is this issue that points at the end of the reflection. The impact of this private investment on development in the region is difficult to observe in West Africa as elsewhere, because the international operators seek to dissociate the functions that are internal to the network (rationalizing the maritime network around hubs) and the external functions of the network (serving areas).
Tension is therefore growing between the developing (global) networks and the permanent (local) spaces that are served. The "distortion" between services to spaces and network’s rationalization observed by Jacques Guillaume (2001) and Benjamin Steck in the case of West Africa and its "nested marginalities" (1997) is becoming more accentuated. This distortion is not confined to Africa, it is universally present and leading, to use Peter Hall's expression (2010), to disconnection between ports and areas which poses serious challenges to public action with regard to port policies. Although the problem is not limited to Africa, it is nevertheless more severe in countries where deregulation has been rapid and where expertise in the area of public action has been substantially cut. In addition, the move towards port concessions is part of a more general trend towards the introduction of concessions. The trend towards concessions also extends to industry, tourism and even urban areas and sometimes involves very large areas (Giraud, 2006), therefore raising the issue of the private enclaves and how they are linked to areas.

With regard to ports, we can thus ask a simple question: how does the process of port terminalization affect West Africa and in what way does it contribute to development? In a way, the increase in port concessions and private investment are responsible for modernizing port facilities in a way that is crucial for economic competitiveness. Achieving economies of scale in West Africa obviously has some positive impacts in terms of rationalizing the transport chain for economies which hitherto have suffered much due to the cost of transport. But we still need to see in a future research whether this recent rationalization of the port system, which provides international operators with very large productivity increases and returns on investment, also benefits the economies of West Africa by improving port clearance and services to different areas, or if it merely benefits the networks of the companies involved.
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**Abstract**

The changes that occur in a port system depend on how it is integrated within the global maritime network and its relationship with local and regional spaces with their specific economic, political and geographical characteristics. The aim of this paper is to observe how
this combination of the general changes affecting ports and specific regional transpositions is affecting the port system of West Africa. The way the system is changing is part of process of integration within the maritime network, but also a process which requires international transport operators to adapt to the characteristics of the West African space. This changing role of ports in the regional space allows us to identify a geography of operators which modifies services to areas.
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